If the governments of the world know about Destroyer/Wormwood, and if they have an estimate
of its arrival time, and if they have geopolitical plans requiring the use of military force (say Iran
or Israel maybe? Or Communist and Nationalist China? North and South Korea? Venezuela
and Columbia?), then they may choose to use their high tech weapons between now and the
time the Destroyer reaches Perihelion, or at least before the first impacts of Destroyer's outer
layer of asteroids start arriving. If they don't, they may not be able to use them for decades or
centuries. Pharaoh was lucky in comparison. If Pharaoh would have just allowed the Hebrews
to leave without chasing them into the Red Sea he would have preserved his life and his military
forces intact and ready for war. Egypt may not have fallen. Instead, Egypt fell, and it did not
recover for 200 years: end of the First Intermediate Period, beginning of the Middle Kingdom.
The tidal waves from cosmic impacts and tidal forces around perigee are going to destroy the
entire world's navies, all its coastal cities, all its port facilities, and many of its river towns. If
ambitious politicians and militaries are planning intercontinental adventures, say if Russia or
China wanted to invade the United States, then they must attempt it well before Destroyer
reaches perigee 15.
4. Black Sun, Red Moon, Meteor Storm ... and 10, there was a great Earthquake; and the
sun became black as sackcloth of hair, and the moon became as blood; And the stars of
heaven fell unto the Earth, even as a fig tree casteth her untimely figs, when she is
shaken of a mighty wind. And the heavens departed as a scroll when it is rolled
together; and every mountain and island were moved out of their places. 16 See Figure 1
again. As the Destroyer slides down its orbit from perihelion (Pt. C) toward perigee (Pt. D), the
first thing that will happen is that dust, lots of dust, will come between the Earth and the Sun. It
may appear a bit like the Sun having a shade pulled across its face or the onset of a solar
eclipse. On the night side of earth, the stars will still be bright, and the moon will still be high in
the sky, a nearly full moon on 13 Sep 2011, but now it will not be lit by the direct light of the sun,
but by the scattered red light that "leaks through" the dust cloud just like the dust of autumn
harvesting or the dust of an exploding volcano will cause a red sky at morning or evening, or
even like the blood red moon of a lunar eclipse. Then as earth actually reaches the edge of the
envelope itself, the sky will be filled with a meteor storm as the first fine grains of dust come
streaking into our atmosphere at 42 km/sec. About that same time, 1/8 AU "out" from perigee,
Destroyer's gravitational forces on the Earth will have risen to 4.6% the Earth-Moon magnitude,
and that Force is acting at an angle between 30° and 45° to the ecliptic plane. The tidal force
appears too small to be responsible at this point for the great earthquake or major geological or
geographical changes of Revelation 6:12-14. However, it is possible that St. John is recording
the first major cosmic impact as a large asteroid or moon in Destroyer's outer shell slams into
Earth. And although St. John didn't mention it, modern prophets from Haniel to Apache
Grandfather, and ancient sources like the Kolbrin say it ... red dust and red rain fall. Red dust
and/or red rain have been reported in connection to meteor falls throughout history, with the
most recent, best documented falls in India in 2001 CE.17

Book of HanieI9-13-04 plus additional undocumented visions provided in private conversation ... Asian troops
launch an amphibious invasion of the United States, including incursions across the Mexican border. Equipment
suggests a Chinese force, but that's certainly arguable. ICBM missiles were seen flying "among the stones", and
the resulting explosions in the United States were documented separately.
16 Revelation 6:12-14, KJV
17 http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Red
rain in Kerala ...
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